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Abstract: This study investigates the damage according to the 

cover material of multi latch cover for car. This study compares 

results when various materials are used at the continuous load 

and vibration due to damage of latch cover. In this study, the 

research models were made by using 3D modeling to find out the 

damage of multi latch for car according to the material. This 

study was used with ANSYS, the program using finite element 

method. A pin contacting a chassis was fixed and the latch was 

displaced as much as 1mm by force. This study examined the 

damage occurring in latch by applying the prescribed analysis 

conditions. This study examined the damage of car seat multi 

latch according to the material. In this study, the maximum 

equivalent stresses of GFRP, PE, PP and ABS were 854.27MPa, 

903.74MPa, 938.76MPa and 1049.2MPa respectively. It was 

found that the maximum strains of PP, PE, ABS and GFRP were 

0.54948mm/mm, 0.56996mm/mm, 0.61495mm/mm and 

1.909mm/mm respectively. In case of the ordinary plastic, an 

object with high rigidity shows less elongation. GFRP, 

reinforced plastic stacked with glass fiber has high rigidity as it 

has brittleness but shows high elongation in damage caused by 

forced displacement. This study suggests that it is desirable to 

use PE material when using the plastic cover in a place where 

forced displacement occurs. This study secured the design 

factors of multi latch according to the materials and found the 

structural safety of plastics according to the material used in the 

place where the ordinary load or forced displacement occurs. 

 

Index Terms: Car seat, Multi latch, Cover material, Damage, 

Load, Displacement  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 As highly efficient cars have been manufactured in recent 

years, lots of car seats have been developed. A number of 

technologies have been developed to reduce the fatigue of 

passenger and make them feel comfortable. A typical 

example of above technologies is the side bolster to be fixed 
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on the side of seat to help a driver keep stable. A seat with a 

side bolster keeps a driver from being slipped under lateral 

acceleration, which helps to reduce accident at the corner. 

Most devices affiliated with seat developed as the side bolster 

aim to reduce driver’s fatigue or improve ride quality. A latch 

used in this study was developed to be used in a back seat of 

small RV and hatch back. The latch was developed to induce 

such a function as a model with reclining gear on the back 

seat like SUV or van. A latch was developed initially as the 

device to fold a back seat to increase trunk capacity but later 

it has movement similar to a seat containing recliner with the 

functions of folding and reclining [1]-[3].   

This study examined the damage of latch cover attached to a 

seat among multi latch for car according to latch cover. A 

latch and a fixation pin have less deformation and stress as 

they are made with structural steel but latch cover is inserted 

to control the resonance sound caused by vibration between a 

latch and a fixation pin. Plastic is used to control the 

resonance sound and it tends to be damaged due to a 

continuous load and vibration. It is advisable to conduct 

analysis by using various materials and to accumulate data on 

the damage according to the materials so that they can be 

used as design factors [4]-[6] . 

II. RESEARCH METHOD AND MODELS 

This study designed 3D research model to investigate the 

damage of multi latch according to cover material by using 

ANSYS, analysis program.  

 
Fig. 1 Research model that idealization was conducted 
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Fig. 2 Shape with mesh at research model 

 

Fig. 1 represents a research model that idealization was 

conducted to reduce the time necessary to analyze and 

increase convergence. In this study, only a latch, a latch 

cover and a pin contacting a latch were used in analysis and 

thus other shapes were removed. Fig. 2 shows a research 

model with mesh. Thick mesh was applied to a latch cover in 

order to closely detect stress occurring in a latch cover. A 

structural steel was designated for a latch and a pin as 

materials used in research model. Glass Fiber, ABS, PP, PE 

and PA6.6 were designated for a latch cover. In this study, 

the above materials were selected to find out damage 

according to latch cover material [7]-[10]. 

 

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In order to verify whether the weight of passengers 

delivers to a latch and a pin due to damage to a latch cover 

made with plastic, the analysis conditions in this study were 

designated as follows 

  Fig. 3 Analysis conditions of research model using forced 

displacement 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, the fixed support was designated in a 

part of the pin connecting a seat and a chassis in order to 

indicate that a pin is connected to a chassis. The forced 

displacement of 1mm was conducted to describe that this 

displacement was performed to cause a latch to be damaged 

at the actual test. 

 

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A. Result of analysis in full body model 

 

We conducted the analysis with this research model and 

the analysis condition designated to find out the damage at 

full body model according to latch cover material. Results of 

analysis are as follows; 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of equivalent stress in full body model 

according to the material 

 

Fig. 4 shows the values of 
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equivalent stress appearing in models according to the 

material. When GFRP was used, the maximum equivalent 

stress was 854.27MPa, which value was lower than the cases 

that other materials were used. When PE, PP and ABS were 

used, the stresses were 903.74MPa, 938.76MPa and 

1049.2MPa respectively. It was found that the high stress 

around pin was shown at all materials except ABS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of strain according to the materials in 

full body model 

 

Fig. 5 shows the strain according to the material in 

research model. We found that when GFRP was used, the 

strain as elongation was 1.909mm/mm, the greatest 

elongation. When PP was used, the strain was 

0.54948mm/mm. When PE was used, the strain was 

0.56996mm/mm. When ABS was used, the strain was 

0.61495mm/mm. This analysis suggests that the reason for 

which the strain of GFRP was greater than other materials 

was that GFRP was brittle. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Reaction force in a latch according to forced 

displacement 

 

Fig. 6 shows the reaction force in a latch occurring from 

the forced displacement which is generated with a total of 

1mm propagated for 20 seconds. It was found that the 

maximum reaction force values of GFRP, PP, PE and ABS 

were 1956.2N, 2008.7N, 2026.8N, and 2086.3N 

respectively. The greatest reaction force was found when a 

latch propagated 1mm in all materials. 

 

B. Result of analysis in only latch cover 

 

We conducted analysis in the same way as one shown in 

Chapter 4.1 in order to find out the damage according to 

material of only latch cover. Results of analysis are as 

follows; 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of equivalent stress in latch cover 

according to the materials 

 

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent stress in only latch cover which 

damage occurs first actually. GFRP showed the stress of 

3.3304MPa which was the lowest stress among materials. PE 

showed the stress of 474.22MPa and PP showed the stress of 

538.69MPa. ABS showed the stress of 1049.2MPa. A point 

which is most likely to be damaged in latch cover was the part 

where a pin and a latch meet at all materials except GFRP. 

We found that the part where a pin and a latch meet has the 

highest stress. It was found that GFRP has lower stress than 

other materials as it was made of fiber reinforced plastic. We 

could get the study data on the properties of latch cover under 

specific load by using such values. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of strain in latch cover according to the 

materials 
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Fig. 8 shows the strain at latch cover according to material. 

It was found that when GFRP was used, the strain was 

1.909mm/mm which was the greatest elongation. The reason 

for which GFRP showed the greatest elongation was that it 

was brittle. When ABS was used, the strain was 

0.61495mm/mm. When PE was used, the strain was 

0.56996mm/mm. When PP was used, the strain was 

0.51948mm/mm. Such study results are the same with those 

in full body model, which is caused by the fact that the 

greatest elongation occurs in latch cover. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This study investigated the damage according to car seat 

multi latch in accordance with the cover material by using 

analytic techniques. The results of this study are as follows. 

1. We examined that the stresses of GFRP, PE, PP and 

ABS were 854.27MPa, 903.74MPa, 938.76MPa, and 

1049.2MPa respectively. We also found that the strains of 

PP, PE, ABS and GFRP were 0.54948mm/mm, 

0.56996mm/mm,  0.61495mm/mm and 1.909mm/mm 

respectively. 

2. When the equivalent stress and strain as elongation 

were investigated at full body model, it was found that GFRP 

showed the maximum stress of 854.27MPa which was the 

lowest equivalent stress and GFRP showed the strain of 

1.909mm/mm which was the greatest elongation. In case of 

ordinary plastic, an object with high rigidity shows less 

elongation.  GFRP, reinforced plastic stacked with glass fiber 

has the high rigidity as it has brittleness but shows the high 

elongation in damage caused by forced displacement.    

3. When comparing reaction forces from latches based on 

the forced displacement, it was found that the greatest 

reaction force was found when a latch propagated 1mm at all 

materials. 

4. When comparing the values of materials by examining 

the equivalent stress of latch cover model, it was found that 

the maximum stresses of GFRP, PE, PP and ABS were 

3.3304MPa, 474.22MPa, 538.69MPa, and 1049.2MPa 

respectively. When comparing the elongations of materials, 

it was found that the strains of PP, PE, ABS, and GFRP were 

0.54948mm/mm, 0.56996mm/mm, 0.61495mm/mm and 

1.909mm/mm respectively. 

5. When comparing the equivalent stress and total 

deformation according to material at latch cover model, it 

was found that GFRP which was brittle showed the lowest 

equivalent stress and the greatest deformation as with full 

body model. Such a study result suggests that it is desirable to 

use PE when plastic cover is used in the place where the 

forced displacement occurs. 

6. As the conclusion based on this study results, the 

damage of car seat multi latch according to material was 

studied by using analytic technique. We could get the design 

factors for car seat multi latch according to the material. In 

this study, the structural safety can be investigated according 

to the plastic material used in a place where ordinary load or 

forced displacement occurs. 
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